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Introduction 

As the 2022 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games have been going on 

the way. And the winter sports competing will be hold in Beijing 

downtown area, its northwest Yanqing district and co-host Zhangjiakou, 

Hebei province at the beginning of the spring. The man-made ice and 

snow have been creating by snow makers and ice makers, the machines 

operated by man which must be supported by Freon, the 

dichlorodifluoromethane. As the temperature is not ice enough to made 

natural ice and snow. 

The basic Olympic spirit is sports, health promotion and friendly 

communications by the world. But the winter Olympic 2022 in Beijing 

has been being under man-made snow and ice must not green and natural. 

Which must live under the Freon pollution and damaging to the space and 

environment.  

The reports said. [1]Beijing Winter Olympics boost China’s ski industry. 

China has big plans for skiing as a casual leisure activity. Today it has 

nearly 800 ski resorts, including indoor centers that will take 3,000 

people. The industry chalked up 20.76 million skier days in the 12 months 

from April 2020. The Chinese government aims to get 300 million 

Chinese involved in winter sports. But eighty per cent of these 800 ski 

resorts were on man-made snow. Now in China, apart from western and 

northeastern provinces in winter can have natural ski resorts. Near all 

other parts of China wanting ski resorts must build man made ski resorts 

with manmade snow and ice. The western and northeastern provinces in 

China also must build man made ski resorts in spring, summer and 

autumn. While the snow makers and the ice makers must spend Freon to 

make ice and snow. The 640 (800X0.8) ski resorts in China must emit lots 

of Freon and alike subjects into the air and space. As we have proved how 

bad and harmful the Freon and alike subjects have been causing to the 

man-kinds and the space. 

We are sure that Chinese related official departments must not have the 

statistics data how many the Freon and alike subjects into the air and space 

in this aspect. How we can strive for green and health China and green 

and health Earth or space? How we support and promote Olympic spirit? 

How we practice "Together for a Shared Future", the motto of Beijing 

Winter Olympics Games and Paralympic Winter Olympic Games 2022? 

At this occasion, I must propose that the man made ski resorts and the 

manmade snow or ice under spring like Beijing Winter Olympics Games 

and Paralympic Winter Olympic Games 2022 must be reformed. The 

proposals are as follow. 

1. All the national and world level sports events, especially the Olympic 

Games in the winter and summer must be hold under natural conditions. 

2. All the national and world level sports events, especially the Olympic 

Games in the winter and summer should set up and add the same part 

motto of "Together for a Shared green and health Earth Future". 

3. All the national and world level sports events, especially the Olympic 

Games in the winter and Summer must not produce prevention possible 

environment pollution. 

4. The economic and commercial pursuing under the national and world 

level sports events, especially the Olympic Games in the winter and 

Summer must be green and healthy. 

5. All the masses exercise and leisure sports and physical training must 

be green and healthy. 

6. International cooperation and exchanges for sports green and healthy 

and every international sports committees for sports green and healthy is 

their basic aims. 
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